Tasker and his dedicated line for amusement park
More than 60 years ago, the first theme park opened in Los Angeles and since
then we have come quite a long way.
Today, the customers’ requirements and taste are really varied and to meet
the needs of who is daily working with this kind of installations tasker has
realized a dedicated range of highly resistant products, perfect for outdoor
installations.
Provide your customers with powerful and high fidelity speakers and
microphones using our TSK303 and C128 PUR cables. The first one has a
2x2,50 mm ² section and an high resistant sheath which is also direct fire
resistant up to 2 hours; the second one is a balanced cable 2x0,35 mm ²
extremely shielded with flame retardant sheath and resistant to trampling,
abrasion, water and UV rays.
Realize high definition footages, with our coaxial cable HDSDI T42 PUR you
can work having the maximum flexibility up to 100 m away, maintaining the
best definition thanks to the 0.80 mm stranded conductor and the double
braid shielding.
Monitor everything with our C728 PUR (Cat.6A S/FTP), double sheathed and
studied for outdoor mobile laying and particularly advised for OUTDOOR
mobile laying. This cable allows you to link the newest equipment keeping a
great mechanical resistance and it is also resistant to water, oils and
atmospheric agents.
But what if Cat.6A is not enough? We have an alternative!
Try our Cat.7 S./F.T.P. tasker C726 PUR cable that maintains the same
physical and mechanical characteristics of the above mentioned cable and it
is also available with soft PVC sheath.

Control everyone with tasker video surveillance cables!
All of them available with LSZH sheath, different type of coax and different
number of control lines you can also use as power lines for your cameras.
With tasker C149 L.S.Z.H. you can do all this things using only one cable!
In order to have an even higher level of fire protection we offer you a
complete new range of products made to withstand two hours of direct fire
(PH120) according to EN50200. Specifically, we propose a line of unshielded
EVAC cables, with a purple sheath and shielded EVAC ones, with a red
sheath. For both of them we have sections of 1, 1.5 and 2.5 mm².
To complete the range, a Cat.6 S/UTP cable has recently joined the Tasker
world, the tasker C729 with the same sheathing features of the two cables
above and the ability to maintain the signal transmission for two hours
under direct flame and up to a temperatures of 850 °C.
Do not waste time and try them on, require a sample!
Visit our NEW website www.tasker.it to fully immerse yourself in the tasker
world and see in detail more than 250 models of audio cables, available in
different colors.
But it is not finished yet….
We have just released our new Audio Catalogue updated with the latest
industry news. So ask for your copy or download it directly from the website
to have a look!
Tasker is always available for customized cables with production and
delivery time that never exceed 20 working days.

